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Getting Paid to Hedge
We would all want portfolio insurance for our equity investments if it was inexpensive. However, most of us do not use portfolio insurance as
the cost of the insurance is too high. The most common types of portfolio insurance include: long-put options, short-futures contracts,
market-neutral funds, and cash.
These forms of insurance either have significant absolute costs (long-put options) or significant opportunity costs (market-neutral funds, cash,
etc.). In addition to the costs, there also have been significant trade execution problems and correlation break downs.
One of the best inverse correlations to equity markets is the VIX. The VIX is a measure of the implied volatility of options on the S&P 500. The
VIX has an inverse correlation to the S&P 500 of -.82. The VIX rises when the S&P falls and the VIX falls when the S&P rises. Unfortunately, the
VIX is not an investible asset. However, there is now an ETF called the VXX with a +.85 positive correlation to the VIX. Currently, the VXX is one
of the better investible ways to capture the moves of the VIX.
A good portfolio insurance trade would be to be long stocks and be long the VXX. Given their inverse correlation, this strategy would lower
the volatility of a portfolio. However, there is an opportunity cost in owning the VXX. The VXX is not an investment in a growing company.
The VXX is just a measure of implied volatility. The VXX also does not pay a dividend.
We believe a better portfolio insurance trade is to write short-dated covered calls or naked puts on the VXX. Employing this strategy pays the
fund significant monthly income from the option premiums while having a long-bias exposure to the VXX. Using an over-write strategy
truncates significant positive returns vs. owing the VXX outright if there is a market collapse. However, writing options on the VXX produces
consistent monthly option income which is inversely correlated with the fund’s other positions.
In the WAM Enhanced Income Fund we employ covered-call and/or naked-put writing on stocks we are comfortable owning. This over-writing
strategy pays the Enhanced Income Fund approximately 3% per month in option premiums.
To hedge part of the fund we also employ covered-call and/or naked-put writing on the VXX. Given the higher volatility of the VXX, this
over-writing strategy pays the Fund approximately 5% per month in option premiums.
As long as the option premiums are high on the VXX we will continue to allocate a portion of the Enhanced Income Fund to this strategy.
– Derek Webb

Disclaimer: Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with the Fund. The investment may not be suitable for all investors. Some conditions apply.
Investors should carefully review the Fund’s Offering Memorandum, including the risk factors detailed therein under the heading “Risk Factors”, prior to investing in the Fund. The indicated rates of return
are the historical annualized compounded total returns (periods less than 1 year are un-annualized simple returns) including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take
into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any security holder that would have reduced returns. There can be no assurance that the Fund objectives will
be met. The Fund is not guaranteed, its value changes frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The opinions expressed in the commentary are those of the author and do not necessarily
reflect the views and opinions of the Manager or any distributor of the Manager Funds. The views expressed are of a general nature should not be interpreted as investment advice to you in any way.
Please consult a qualified financial advisor before making an investment decision. The portfolio manager/advisor/sub-advisor has a direct interest in the management and performance fees of the Fund,
and may, at any given time, have a direct interest in the Fund itself.
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